**Introduction**

The military policemen, exactly before being admitted in this profession already must present superior physical qualities to the present ones for the majority of the common people. The tests of physical aptitude function as a form of eliminatory of competitions of admission for the social cited class, being these applied to the competitors in dispute for the available vacant, which is find described in public note. In this way, all those who present overload in the physical tests are classified as not apt and consequently are off the selection.

The related tests normally involve parameters neuromuscular and cardiopulmonary, beyond the physical components as, for example, the stature, that is considered of high relevance in the selection to the Military Police, being common the public notes to describe that the competitors will have to present the requirement of the cited variable of the least 1,60 m, duly warned to be declassified.

To carry through this selection, as well as the formation of related professional the State invests time, human resources and financial. Thus, it must be protected the health and well-being of the MP so that these develop satisfactorily its function of protection to the society (RODRIGUEZ-AÑEZ, 2003). In this direction the Physical Education for military policemen has for objective: a) to provide the preventive maintenance of the health; b) to develop, to keep and to recoup the general physical condition of the military; c) to cooperate in the development of moral and professional qualities; and d) to provide a reduction of the acquired levels of stress during the daily of the work (Barboza & Sandes, 2002).

NEGRAO et alii (2001), in study with rats evidence that physical exercises of low and moderate intensities can provoke autonemics modifications that modify the levels of the arterial pressure. The study contributes with other ones, which they prove that the adherence to one program of adjusted physical training consists in an important way of not pharmacological treatment of the arterial pressure for human beings. HADDAD 1997; NIEMAN, 1999; ARAUJO, 2001; FUCHS, MOREIRA, RIBEIRO, 2001; BRAZIL, 2002; FORJAZ, 2003; KETELHUT, FRANZ, SCHOLZE, 2004). UNDER THIS OPTICS, FUCHS, MOREIRA, RIBEIRO (2001) affirm that the physical exercises do not consist only in a way of treatment with no drugs of the arterial hypertension, but in one of the most efficient ways of Prophylaxis, together with an alimentary diet and the ambient factors.

They are considered with hypertension, the people who present the levels of the systolic arterial pressure equal or superior of 14 mmHg and the diastolic arterial pressure superior of 90 mmHg (PITANGA, 2000; BRAZIL, 2002). Still about hypertension, CHOR (1998) detected, in study with employees of the State Bank in Rio De Janeiro, that most of the sample of this research that presented overweight or obesity was hypertensive. In this direction, studies demonstrate that the physical exercises consist in an important element in the treatment with no drugs of the arterial hypertension and obesity (FUCHS, MOREIRA, RIBEIRO, 2001; RONDON, BRUM, 2003). On this subject, an inquiry of Haddad (1997), demonstrated that after twelve weeks of moderate aerobics exercises of superior members of short duration, paraplegics people with a light degree of hypertension had presented significant improvements in cardiovascular and cardiorespiration vary. Such fact suggests that the training with this characteristic one improves the functional level of the organism and acts of not therapeutically medicaments form in the reduction of the light hypertension citizens between the age of 45 and 60 years, under medicine use to control the sanguine arterial hypertension, verified significant improvements in the tensional levels of the sanguine arterial pressure to the end of a program of physical exercises associated the manual massage lymphatic draining during five weeks of training.

With relation to the physiological parameter, it can be understood as that one that congregates components and biochemists hemodynamic, in its complex mechanisms that make possible the adequate functioning of organism (PITANGA, 2000; ALMEIDA, 2005).

The Average Arterial Pressure (PAM) is the product of the cardiac debit or the vascular resistance during the cardiac cycle that determines the tax of the sanguine flow through the systemic circulation (POWERS, HOWLEY, 2000).

In this approach, the present study intended to compare the PAM between two groups of military policemen of COE.

**Material and Method**

Initially an authorization to the Commander of the COE/RO was requested explaining details of the project of research with relation to the nature and importance of the study. After that a meeting with the individuals that compose the sample, in which was made a lecture for the interested in participating of the project of research, which, after supplied the explanations about the methodology to use in the research, had been invited to participate voluntarily of the experiment.

With the objective to identify the citizens with high factors of coronariopathy risk, and thus to dissuade them to participate of the study, the individuals had answered to a questionnaire for personal data-collecting and habit of life. After these procedures, with two witnesses they had together been requested to sign an assent term. From now on, they had been submitted to a battery of tests.

In this research two groups of study had been used (GE) composed by 14 organized citizens in the following way: a) Group of Study 1 (GE 1) formed by 8 individuals with ages between 23 and 32 years, and b) Group of Study 2 (GE 2) consisting of 6 citizens with ages varying between 33 and 41 years. Both groups had been submitted to the same procedures of evaluation.

To collect the data was used aneroid sphigmonomanometer model PRESSURE, of the trademark CARDIOMED, consisting of a bomb to inflate with a valve of control for entrance and exit of air, an oclusor manguito and a demonstrator of tension in mmHg, a sthetoscopy formed for a hearing receiver, one canicule spreader of the sound and a hearing terminal of the mark CARDEMEX.

It was used the technique of indirect measure of cardiac auscultate with the individual in rest accordingly with the standardization suggested for Mon JR, Silva & Marcondes, apud Almeida (2003). During the test 2 appraisers had been used: 1 appraiser (a) to handle the equipment and to proceed the reading of the measurement; and 1 appraiser (b) to write down the results. The measure was realized with the person comfortably seated, being the arm naked and located at the level of the heart bottom.
and the relaxed hand. Appraiser "b" located the oclusor manguito on the brachial region and closed the valve of control of the inflatable bomb, after that the brachial artery above of the fold of the elbow pulpous until feeling the cardiac pulse. After this initial procedure, the oclusor garrote was inflated until not feeling more the radial pulse and located the auscultator receiver on the brachial artery and opened the control valve lightly to liberate the air of the manguito and observed in tensimeter the reading of the corresponding values to first (the component systolic) and last one (component diastolic) sonidos.

The average arterial pressure (PAM) was determined, from the equation suggested for Powers and Howley (2000), which is described to follow:

\[
PAM = PAD + 0.33 \times (PAS - PAD)
\]

Where: \(PAD\) = diastolic arterial pressure
0.33 = constant of regression
\(PAS\) = sistolic arterial pressure

**Results**

The PAM of GE 1 and GE 2 reveals in the following table, together with the analysis statistics. Significant difference between the groups is verified statistically (\(p=0.01\)).

Table 1. Hemodynamic functional parameter of military of the COE.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>VARIABLE</th>
<th>GE 1 (mm Hg)</th>
<th>GE 2 (mm Hg)</th>
<th>T</th>
<th>P</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PAM</td>
<td>92.53 ± 4.51</td>
<td>99.51 ± 5.40</td>
<td>-2.78</td>
<td>0.01*</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Significant to the indicated level.

Comparing the referring values the PAM, with the recommended one for consulted literature, GE 1 (92.53 mm Hg) it fits in general in the values adjusted for populations, the same not occurring with the GE 2 (99.51 mm Hg), which, presents props up above of the recommended one (POWERS, HOWLEY, 2000).

**Finish Considerations.**

In the present study it was realized differences in the referring values of the average arterial pressure (PAM) from the evaluated between GE, that the GE 2 presented the PAM more accented than the ones of GE 1, suggesting a necessity of attention as regards the program of physical exercises and the alimentary diet of the involved people, in an attempt of that this pressure is stabilized.
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ABSTRACT
In this study was proposed the comparing the average arterial pressure of two groups of military policemen of the COE/RO. The sample was composed for 14 policemen divided in two groups: G1, formed for 8 individuals with ages between 23 and 32 years, and consisting G2 of 6 citizens with ages varying between 33 and 41 years. The study identified a PAM of 92.53 + 4.01 mm Hg, for G1 and 99.51 + 5.40 mm Hg for the group G2. It was statistically observed a significant difference between the groups (p=0.01). In the present study, the PAM revealed higher in military with more age.
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